Why Buy Travel Insurance?

Because anything can happen. Even those who play it safe can face medical emergencies, political unrest or worse. When the unforeseeable becomes reality, you want the coverage that travel insurance can provide. Much more than trip cancellation, travel insurance is financial protection with emergency assistance to keep you safe as you travel the world.

Many of your travel arrangements may be non-refundable or subject to strict cancellation penalties. Often times, the lowest cost airfare, cruise and land packages generally include significant penalties if you are unable to actually take your trip. Travel insurance can help you avoid penalties and protect your investment.

How Does Travel Insurance Work?

Coverage for Your Travel Arrangements
Among the most frustrating experiences a traveler can have are trip cancellation, trip interruption, and travel delay. Should unforeseeable reasons force you to cancel, interrupt, or delay your trip, travel insurance aims to reimburse you for the cost of your travel arrangements.

Coverage for You
Probably the most important coverage travel insurance can provide is coverage for you. Protection against the costs a traveler can incur from unexpected medical expenses, medical evacuation, and non-medical emergency evacuation can be high. Travel insurance can protect travelers from those costs, so they can focus on their health and safety. Not how it will affect their bank accounts.

Coverage for Your Belongings
When we travel, we take baggage and other personal items on our trip. Travel insurance can reimburse travelers for the money spent to replace those items when baggage and personal effects are delayed, lost, or stolen.

Why Choose TravelSafe?

We take travel insurance and make it simple. By including key benefits and adding emergency assistance into all of our plans, TravelSafe makes choosing a plan that fits your needs easy. We never want a traveler to miss out on a claim because they chose to bypass important benefits for a lower price.

An industry leader for over 49 years, TravelSafe Insurance is the only privately owned travel insurance company in the United States. Located in the town of Rehoboth, PA, TravelSafe knows what it means to serve its customers. This means for you is fast and friendly service combined with innovative products. We strive to provide our travelers with a high level of service.

TravelSafe Insurance has always fought for their beliefs and used it to lead the industry. This has allowed us to combine innovation with experience and provide groundbreaking benefits to our travelers like Cancel For Any Reason,Domestic Partnership, and the Hurricane Warning Benefit.

As a legal US resident, whether you are traveling close to home or around the world, TravelSafe will provide the security so you can travel with confidence.

With TravelSafe Plans You Can Receive:

- Cancel For Any Reason, our exclusive benefit included on the Classic Plus Plan, which allows you to cancel your trip up to 2 days prior to departure for any reason and receive a refund of 75% of your total prepaid non-refundable trip cost.
- A variety of plans to suit your insurance needs no matter what your situation.
- Careful processing of your claim. We handle every claim with the utmost concern for you and your situation. Our claims examiners undergo extensive training and are fully committed to providing fast, fair and friendly service.
- A 24-hour emergency assistance number available to you anywhere in the world.
- Unbeatable customer service and a solid reputation.

TravelSafe Insurance and the Chester PERFETTO Agency have become synonymous with success and excellence in the insurance industry.